Secure Everywhere

We help protectors build comprehensive security programs and overcome the chaos of the ever-changing threat landscape.
The security industry is failing the people who protect us

Attackers relentlessly steal data, lock down businesses, and keep protectors like you up at night. That makes it hard to run at the pace of innovation. And existing security solutions only add to the challenge:

1. Noisy systems bury you in alerts, wading through false positives to detect actual attacks
2. Fragmented point solutions don’t work well together, leaving you juggling multiple vendors
3. Monotonous tasks keep you too busy to think big when you’re already understaffed

It’s time for a different approach
Meet the Insight Platform

Gain clarity. Shut down attacks. Be in 10 places at once.

The Insight Platform combines best-in-class solutions, leading-edge research, and strategic expertise, giving you everything you need to stay ahead of attackers and out of the news.

Insight Platform Solutions
Assess | Detect | Respond | Automate

CLOUD SECURITY
InsightCloudSec
Secure cloud and container environments.

XDR & SIEM
InsightIDR
Accelerate detection and response across any network.

THREAT INTELLIGENCE
Threat Command
Discover and remediate external threats.

VULNERABILITY RISK MANAGEMENT
InsightVM
Understand risk across your environment.

APPLICATION SECURITY
InsightAppSec
Reduce risk in modern web applications.

ORCHESTRATION & AUTOMATION
InsightConnect
Plan, investigate, and respond better and faster.

MANAGED & CONSULTING
Security Services
Extend your team and gain expert insights.
Power to the protectors

End alert fatigue with prioritized threats that provide more signal and less noise.

Disrupt attackers, not your tech stack as you seamlessly integrate and quickly deploy across any footprint.

Streamline everything as intelligent automation helps you focus on real challenges, not repetitive chores.

Get full visibility, fast insights into risk with contextualized data across all of your environments.

Start anywhere, scale any time from one product up to the whole platform; managed or SaaS, we’re here for your evolving needs.

Strengthen your reputation with intuitive reporting that shows just how much you do.
The easiest suite of security tools that I have used. We consolidated three separate security tools to one with Rapid7.

— Troy Seeling, Cybersecurity Analyst, Virtuoso

You deserve the best

Rapid7 has been named a “Leader” and “Visionary” across our platform of solutions. You’ll be called that too with our help.

Industry-leading solutions recognized by:

Forrester

Gartner

Frost & Sullivan

Cyber Defense Magazine

IDC
Harness the open security community

Through groundbreaking open data projects, ongoing research, and collaboration with the open security community, we’re working with legions of protectors to give you unparalleled intelligence and make the world more secure.

- **Metasploit**: The most used pen testing tool
- **AttackerKB**: Vulnerability database
- **Recog**: Library of fingerprints for devices
- **Velociraptor**: Platform for interrogating endpoints
- **Project Sonar**: Internet-wide scans
- **Project Heisenberg**: Global honeypot network
- **Vulnerability Disclosures**: Publicly released security data
InsightCloudSec empowers you to safely speed up your cloud adoption without compromise. With this fully integrated, cloud-native security platform, you can shift left in the CI/CD pipeline, reduce noise to simplify risk assessment, and automate DevSecOps workflows for continuous security and compliance, even in the most complex cloud environments.

InsightCloudSec brings together all your cloud-security needs in a single solution, so you can innovate in the cloud without risk.
InsightIDR delivers natively SaaS XDR that cuts through complexity and noise to accelerate detection and response with reliable alerts, high-context investigations, and automation.

Expertly vetted by our MDR SOC and fueled by the Insight Platform's open source threat intelligence network and highly contextualized attack surface data, InsightIDR provides native and comprehensive detection coverage across endpoints, network, users, cloud, and more.

With InsightIDR, you’ll detect threats faster, respond smarter, and can confidently secure your organization wherever and however it grows.
Threat Command delivers tailored, relevant threat intelligence and best-in-class remediation to help you minimize brand risk across the clear, deep, and dark web while significantly reducing workload on your security teams.

Simplify your entire threat lifecycle—from detection to investigation and remediation—with comprehensive threat coverage, 24x7x365 support, and single-click remediation.
InsightVM lets you stay one step ahead of bad actors by providing clarity into where risk is present across your ecosystem, and visibility into the cross-functional operations needed to prioritize and remediate those vulnerabilities.

With this deep and accurate understanding of your risk, you can better inform and align technical teams from prioritization through remediation, and track and see shared progress.
**SECURE APPS**

**InsightAppSec**

Web Application Security Testing

Powered by our industry-leading DAST engine, InsightAppSec was built for modern security and DevOps teams looking to embed security into the SDLC.

InsightAppSec simulates application attacks to find vulnerabilities and provides remediation guidance. Our unique universal translator, built-in integrations, and attack replay capabilities to provide comprehensive scan coverage and fast time-to-value—without hindering speed of development. It automates critical defenses, allowing DevSecOps teams to more comprehensively protect their entire attack surface.

**ALSO AVAILABLE**

tCell by Rapid7: Next-gen cloud WAF and RASP
InsightConnect, Rapid7’s security orchestration, automation, and response solution, allows you and your team to accelerate time-intensive, highly manual incident response and vulnerability management processes.

With more than 300 plugins to integrate with many IT and security systems—and a library of customizable workflows to automate security processes—you’re freed up to tackle bigger challenges, while continuing to leverage your expertise.
Managed Services

Our managed services are available across Vulnerability Risk Management, Detection and Response, Application Security, and Threat Intelligence—acting as force multipliers for SecOps teams of all shapes and sizes. With Rapid7 experts handling your daily security operations, you can focus on what matters most, whether that means thinking strategically about reducing risk or disconnecting while on vacation with your family.

Consulting and Advisory Services

Rapid7 Consulting Services offer you the support and guidance of industry leaders and security specialists to help you build more powerful, effective, and comprehensive security programs.

- **Advisory Consulting**
  Get advice to help plan and build for success.

- **Penetration Testing**
  Measure your readiness to detect and defend.

- **Product Consulting**
  Work with experts for improved product outcomes.

- **Training & Education**
  Empower and build up your people.
Our Philosophy

We believe that cybersecurity should be simpler and more accessible. Trusted by more than 9,300 customers worldwide, our best-in-class technology and strategic expertise draws on the insights of industry-leading researchers and contributions from the global security community to empower security professionals. The world has changed—Rapid7 is helping protectors be ready for what comes next.

Learn more about how we can help secure the future. Visit: rapid7.com
Contact Us

North America:
+866.7.RAPID7 | sales@rapid7.com

EMEA:
+44.1182.068570 | emeasales@rapid7.com

APAC:
+65.3158.9779 | apacsales@rapid7.com
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